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- "STQP-PERFOR AMPOULES AND THE r:icharlesBufqrd-Rqberfst?rarta,.Tenn 

‘ Application April; 19, 1954, Serial N0./‘42_14-,2,01 
; 1. Claim- ..(Cl!' 215-174) 

The invention relates to': container; closures, ; and» more 
especially to stoppers for ampoules- containingl‘pharma 
ceutical .matai?aintmded, fQLhYP°d¢IIPi§ injection 

It is the usual practice to package pharmaceutical prep 
arations intended afon hypodermic.‘ injection in ampoules 

1 "are sften<~.~nndssirable. reaqions. not; ‘attributable 10,1116 
:. ‘ iqontentspf thaatnpsule, when nharmaceutiqalsso rack 

ged: are ‘1116.026?! ,hypqdermiqallr .mwthe Patient- - ‘.Qlose 
.- slxarninatian Shows.thatthe.hynoéermianeedlerinpiercing 
the rubber diaphragm, often tears_O11.§uts oif tiny particles 
of rubber which enter the solution or suspension within 

1; the ampoule.andmay.then¢be¢drawnainto the-syringe and 
;_-:administered .to,the..patientr along. with the intended-:med 
:icine. .Rubber. is .such a. foreign-..substance-»_thatv .it can 

-.cause..considerablediscomfort andserious disturbance of ' 
the system. 
The primary object of the invention is to provide an 3 

arrangement which avoids the disadvantages of the prior 
art. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an arrange 

ment which is normally tightly sealed, but which can be 
manipulated so that ?uid can be withdrawn from the in 
terior of an ampoule without the necessity of piercing 
a piece of rubber. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide such 
an arrangement in which the opening through which the 
liquid is withdrawn can be again tightly closed after the 
withdrawal, so as to prevent contamination of the material 
remaining in the ampoule. 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
appear more fully from the following description espe 
cially when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings which form a part thereof. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 shows partly in vertical cross-section an ampoule 

provided with a stopper embodying one form of my 
invention; 

Fig. 2 is a cross-section on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig.1 of the top‘ portion of 

the bottle with the opening closed; 
Fig. 4 is a cross-section on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 shows in vertical 'crossasection a modi?ed form 

of stopper; 
Fig. 6 is a top plan view thereof; 
Fig. 7 is a side elevation showing the parts of the 

stopper of Fig. 5 in closed position, partly in section; 
Fig. 8 shows in top plan view, partly in section, a 

modi?ed form of stopper in open position; 
Fig. 9 is a top plan view thereof in closed position; 
Fig. 10 shows the stopper arrangement of Figs. 8 and 9 

in side elevation; 
Fig. 11 is a top plan view, partly in section, of a further 

modi?cation in open position; 
Fig. 12 is a similar view of the stopper of Fig. 11 in 

closed position; 
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Fig, 13' shows'inj ‘top/‘plan ‘View,’ partly in section, an 
‘ other-‘modi?ed;- form of) stopper in open position; 

Fig.‘ 14_is a-plan-viewof the same arrangement -in 
closed position; 

5 ‘*Fig. 15 is a‘ side elevation of the stopper‘of Figs~._13 
,and 14 inlclosed position; _ 

‘Fig. 161's a top ‘plan view, of a-further modi?cationhof 
‘--__the'v stopper; and ' 
’ -' Fig.‘ 17 is a similar viewof the stopper iofipFig, 1-6 in 

10_ closed position. 
' ‘,‘In; the formpof-jhe invention shown in‘Figs. 14, an 
» ampoule or other container 2 ‘of glass‘ or the-like is pro 
vided with a neck ,_4_ ehavingran outward; ?ange 6 __at its 

--~top. 'Fittedwithin this neck is a stopper jofurubber or 
l5igo‘therjsuitable elastic =m_at_erial- ,having, a‘ stem Sand “an 
*outward ?ange ~10 adapted to rest on_?angej6;'the- stern 

' e58>?tting tightly-withingthe neck 4._ A‘ metal-ring 7-12 
vflanged atmtop and bottom holds‘; the stopper‘ in [position 
~05 the ?ange 6. ' 

3 The stopper» provided with a normallyopen central 
ffrhole:_14."1' Embedded'within the stopperis a_rnember;16 
';_which may be-ofany suitable rigidfrnaterialsuchas plastic 
orbmetaliWThis member extends beyond one side wall~of 
the?stopper, at its outer end, while its inner end terminates 
_>just"shorta'of;thel hole->14, so ,as to be out of_contact 

~-_~wi_th- the- interior-of this hole. 
riiFlange ‘.6ghasiits inner- wall118 of‘ generally square-shape, 

a‘ the Siide<'_S",Of“the ‘~squar_e,~-ho_wever, having =s__li_ght curvature 
» ~ and“ the --corners{ being rounded. 1; In the -center a of ‘each 

30~~1of~itheI side-walls1of the. square is a‘. slight4-depressionr20. 
‘ ‘ {This-arrangemenhoperatesyasafollowsz 

IWhe‘n the parts-tare inl‘the»positionsshown?in ‘Figs. Land 
2, the hole 14 is open. However, if the stopper is turned 
with respect to the bottle, as by turning the metal cap 
12 to which the rubber of the stopper is secured by weld 
ing or the like. Member 16 will ride around in the space 
beneath the ?ange 10, engaging the inside wall 18 of 
?ange 6, and will be pushed inwardly by cam action to 
the position shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This inward move 

40 ment of the member 16 so deforms the rubber of the 
stopper that it closes the hole 14 tightly, and thus seals 
the material in the ampoule. Since the member 16 en 
gages in the depression 20, it is securely held against ac 
cidental displacement in either direction which might 
allow opening of the hole 14. 

It is thus possible to open the ampoule very readily, to 
insert a needle through the hole 14 withdrawing such of 
the contents as‘rnay be desired and thereafter to close 
the holeagain as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Figs. 5-7 show a modi?ed form of the invention. The 
rubber stopper 22 is provided with a central opening 14 
therethrough, and is held on top of flange 6 by a metal 
cap 12. Embedded in the rubber, but terminating short 
of the hole 14, is a plunger 24 having a head 26 con 
nected to it by a thin neck 28. Cap 12 is provided with 
a key-hole shaped slot having an enlarged portion 30 
large enough for the plunger 24 to pass therethrough 
and a narrow portion 32 capable of receiving neck 28. 

In this arrangement, the rubber lstopper is not ?xedly 
secured to the cap 12. The opening 14 may be closed 
by pushing in the plunger 24 to deform the rubber, and 
may be held in closed position by then turning the cap 
on the stopper so as to bring slot 32 over neck 28 
(Fig. 7) so as to hold the plunger in its inward position. 
In the modi?cation of Figs. 8-10, the stopper 34 with 

its central opening 14 is likewise held in position by a 
cap 12. Embedded in the stopper is a strip 36 of metal 
or other rigid material which ?ts at one end through an 
opening in the cap, while its other end ?ts through a 
slot 38 having enlargements at each end. When the parts 
are in the position shown in Figs. 8 and 10, the hole 14 is 
open. By pushing down on the end of the member 36, 
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. it into the left hand enlargement of'slot 38.'_ 

- 14 is open. 
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however, and shifting it to the left (Fig. 10), it will assume 
the position shown in Fig. 9 in which it closes the hole 
14. It may be held in this closed position by raising 

Fig. 11 shows a further modi?cation in which the 
‘stopper 40 has a central stem 42 around the hole 14 and 
a slot 44 therethrough. Closing member 46 has an en 
larged head 48 with an opening of generally tapering‘ 
shape. . a . _ 

With the parts in the position shown in Fig. ‘11, hole 
14 is open. By pushing inwardly part 46, however, to 
the position shown in Fig. 12, the'narrower part of the 
opening in head 48 asserts inward pressure on stem 42 so 

_ as to close the hole 14. ‘In/this latter position, the part 
. 46 is held by- the [shape of the end of slot 44,’ having 
passed the narrowest portion'of this slot. 

Figs. 13-15 show another modi?cation, in which the 
v stopper 50 has embedded in it a piece of stiff wire or ro-d ' 
52 formed in a ?gure 8, with legs 54 extending through 
the cap 12. Thiscap is provided with a slot 56 having 
downward extensions at its ends. 
With the parts in the position shown in Fig. 13, hole 

shown in Fig; 14, and moved into the downward projec 
tions of slot 56, as shown in Fig. 15, the central bight 

' of the ?gure 8 member will be squeezed shut and will 
compress the material around hole 14 closing that hole. 

In the rform of Figs. 16 and 17, the stopper 58 has 
slidably embedded in it a bar 60 having on the side 
nearest the hole 14 a cam surface consisting of a high 
portion 62 and a shallower portion 64 separated by a 
projection 66. When this piece is in the position shown 
in Fig. 16, hole 14 is open. By sliding the bar to the 
position shown in Fig. 17, shallower cam portion 64 
comes opposite the hole and compresses the rubber so 
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as to close the hole. Projection 66 resists release of the 
bar 60 from closed position. - 

While I have described herein some embodiments of 
my invention, I wish it to be understood that I do not in. 
tend to limit myself thereby except within the scope of 
the claim hereto or hereinafter appended. 

I claim: 
In combination with a container having a neck, a stop 

per of elastic material in said neck having a normally open 
hole therethrough, a rigid member embedded in said 
stopper and extending substantially radially thereof and 
projecting beyond one side wall thereof, said neck having 
parts in the same plane perpendicular to the axis of the 
neck, and in which plane said member is located, at dif 
ferent distances from said axis to form a cam surface 
on its inner wall engageable with the projecting portion 
of the member to push the member inwardly so as to de 

> form the elastic material and close said hole, when said 
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If legs 54 are spread apart, however, as . 
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, stopper is turned in said hole. 
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